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Closure Properties of Deterministic Indexed Languages 
R. PARCHMANN, J. DUSKE, AND J. SPECHT 
Institut fiir Informatik, Universitiit Hannover, D-3000 Hannover 1, West Germany 
The class of deterministic ndexed languages will be further investigated. 
A number of closure and non-closure results are presented. All this results have 
an analogon in the theory of deterministic context-free languages. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last years the interest in indexed languages, which were introduced 
by Aho (1968), has increased, in particular, parsing methods for subclasses 
of indexed languages have been investigated. (Cf. Bertsch (1975), Sebesta nd 
Jones (1978), and also Mehlhorn (1979) if one takes in account he equality 
of indexed languages and OI-macro-languages.) 
In the case of context-free languages the subclass of deterministic context- 
free languages plays an important role with respect o parsing. This subclass 
has been thoroughly investigated, in particular, many closure and non-closure 
properties have been stated (Ginsburg and Greibach (1966)). Similar results 
have been obtained for the class of deterministic stack languages (Ginsburg 
et al. (1967)) which properly contain the deterministic context-free languages. 
Since the class of indexed languages properly contains the stack languages 
and hence contains the context-free languages the question arises whether it is 
possible to single out a subclass of the indexed languages which has properties 
analogous to the class of deterministic ontext-free languages. The obvious 
way to characterize this subclass would be the deterministic version of the 
nested stack automaton, which was introduced by Aho (1969) as an acceptor 
for indexed languages. Due to the complicated stack structure this way seems 
to be very difficult. 
In Parchmann et al. (1980) a new type of acceptor, the indexed pushdown 
automaton (IPDA) for indexed languages has been introduced. The deter- 
ministic version of this acceptor (d-IPDA) singles out a subclass called the 
deterministic indexed languages (DILs). The DILs contain all deterministic 
context-free languages. Furthermore they contain inherently ambiguous 
context-free languages and non-context-free languages. A first closure property 
of the class of DILs has been shown by Parchmann et al. (1980), namely, 
that the class of DILs is closed under complementation. This result has been 
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achieved by a series of appropriate transformations on a given d-IPDA. In 
this paper we will investigate further properties of this class. Using the concept 
of a d IPDA it can be shown that many closure results for deterministic context- 
free languages hold for DILs  too. This expands the similarity of the properties 
of the class of context-free languages and the class of indexed languages noted 
by Aho (1968) to the deterministic subclasses. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
Let us first recall the notion of an indexed pushdown automaton (IPDA) 
which is an extension of an ordinary pushdown automaton obtained by attach- 
ing an index list to each symbol in the pushdown store. The transition function 
is modified so that each transition also depends on the first element of the 
index list. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An indexed pushdown automaton ( IPDA) is a 9-tuple 
K = (Z, X, /,1, /2 ,  8, go, Ao, go, F), where 
(1) Z is a finite set of states, 
(2) X is a finite set of input symbols, 
(3) /,1 is a finite set of pushdown list symbols, 
(4) /,~ is a finite set of indices, 
(5) z o ~ Z is the initial state, 
(6) A o ~ l'x is the initial pushdozvn list symbol, 
(7) go ~ 1"2 U {e) is the initial index, 
(8) F _C Z is the set of final states, 
(9) 8 is the transition function: 8 is a mapping from Z × (32 u {e}) × 
Fz >< (/'2 u {e})) to the finite subsets of Z × ( f  z × /'*)*. 
(e denotes the empty word.) 
The machine operates according to the information in the function 8 on the 
pushdown list as follows: The topmost pushdown list symbol A ~/ 'z  with 
attached index list 7 E/"* will be replaced by a word over /'x × / ' * .  This 
will be made precise by the definition of the transition from one configuration 
to another. 
A triple (z, w, 0) with z e Z, w E X*, and 0 e (/'1 × /'2*)* is called a con- 
figuration of K. A binary relation ~-- on the set of configurations of K is defined 
as follows: 
(z, xw, (A, gr)O) ~ 0 ' ,  w, (B1, 5,7) "" (B,. , 5~r)O) iff 
(z', (B1, i l l)... (B, , fir)) ~ 8(z, x, (A, g)) 
for z, z' ~ Z, x ~ X U {e}, w E X*,  A, Bx ,... , B~ ~ /,1, g ~ /"2 w {e}, 7, f l l  . . . . .  
/3,.~/"2", r >~0, and 0E( / ,  1 × /'2*)*. 
643/46/3-2 
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I f  x = e, we say that the second configuration is obtained from the first 
by an e-move. 
Note that the subword 7 of the topmost index list is a suffix of all new index 
lists in the next configuration. 
+ . 
is the transitive, ~- the reflexive and transitive closure of ~---, and ~2_ is 
the n-fold product of ~-- with n /> 0. 
A word w ~ X* is accepted by K if (z0, w, (Ao, go)) ~- (z, e, O) for some z ~ F. 
The language accepted by K, denoted L(K), is the set of words accepted by K. 
Two IPDAs K and K '  are called equivalent, if L(K) = L(K') holds. 
The IPDA is an acceptor for the indexed languages introduced by Aho 
(1968). This is stated in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. A language L is accepted by an IPDA iff L is an indexed 
language. 
The proof is given in Parchmann et al. (1980). 
We will give two examples of IPDAs and the languages accepted by them. 
EXAMPLE 2 .1 .  






Let K x = (Z, X, I"1, 1"2, 3, Zo , A, g, F), where Z = {z0, 
c}, F~ = {A}, /'2 = {f, g}, F = {z2}. 
1, (A, g)) = ((z o 
1, (A , f ) )  = {(Zo 
c, (A, f ) )  = {(~ 
1, (A, f ) )  = {(~ 
1, (A,g))  = {(z 2 
(A, fg))), 
(A, f f ) ) ) ,  
(A, e)(A, f))}, 
(A, e))}, 
e)), 
(6) 3(z~ c, (A, f ) )  = {(zl (A, e)(A,f))}. 
We have L(K1) = LI = {ln(el") k ] n ~ 1, k ~ 1}. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let K 2 = (Z, X, / '1, F2, 8, Zo, Ao, g, F) be an IPDA, 
where Z = {Zo, z l ,  Zz, za} , X = (1, c}, 1"1 = {Ao, A}, I'2 = {f,g}, F = {z3}, 
and 3 is defined as follows: 
(1) ~(~o, 1, (Ao, f ) )  = {(So, (Ao, i f ) ) ) ,  
(2) 3(z o , 1, (Ao, g)) = ((Zo, (Ao, fg))}, 
(3) ~(z o , c, (Ao, f ) )  = {(z o , (A , f ) (A  o ,f))}, 
(4) 3(z o , e, (A, f ) )  = {(Zo, (A, e)(A, e))}, 
(5) 3(z o , e, (A, g)) = {(zl ,  e)}, 
(6) ~(~1, e, (A, g)) = {(~2, e)}, 
(7) 8(z 2 , e, (A, f ) )  = {(z2, (A, e)(A, e))}, 
(8) 3(zz, 1, (A, g)) = {(z2, (A, g))}, 
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(9) 8(z 2 , c, (A, g)) = {(z2, e)}, 
(10) ~(zz, 1, (A 0 , f ) )  = ((z2, (Ao, e))}, 
(11) 8(z2, e, (Ao, g)) = {(z~, e)}. 
2n--1 
It can be shown that L(K2) = L 2 = {1 n l-Ii=x cwi I wi ~ 1", n /> 1, w2,_ a = 
1% 
Note that both languages coincide with their transpositions, i.e., L i = Lir 
for i = 1, 2. 
Using a non-constructive argument Aho (1968) showed that the class of 
indexed languages i not closed under intersection. With the aid of the indexed 
languages L~ and L2 we are able to show this result directly. We have L = 
L x nL  2 = {l~(cln)2"-i ] n ~> 1}, which is an IO-macro language but not an 
OI-macro language (cf. Fischer, 1968). Since OI-macro languages are exactly 
the indexed languages, this argument proves that L is not an indexed language. 
The above introduced IPDAs K 1 and K S have the property, that each con- 
figuration has at most one successor. Hence they operate in a deterministic 
manner. This concept, introduced in Parchmann et al. (1980), is made precise 
in the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.2. An IPDA K = (Z, X, 1"1,/"3,3, Zo, Ao, go, F) is called 
deterministic IPDA (d-IPDA) if [ 8(z, x, (A, g))l ~< 1 holds for all z ~ Z, x 
X u {e}, A c/"1, g e/"2 t3 {e}, and the following conditions are satisfied for 
all zeZ  and AE/ " I :  
(1) I f  8(z, x, (A, g)) vL ~ for some x ~ X and g ~/ '1 ,  then 3(z, x', (A, g')) = 
for x' E {x, e} and g' ~ {g, e} with ] x'g' I <~ 1. 
(2) I f  8(z, x, (A, e)) =/= 2~ for some x ~ X, then 3(z, x', (A, g)) = N for 
x' c {x, e} and for all g ~ 1"2 and S(z, e, (A, e)) = ~.  
(3) I f  3(z, e, (A, g)) :/= ~ for some g~/"2,  then ~(z,x,(A, g')) = 
for g' ~ {g, e} and for all x E X and 3(z, e, (A, e)) = ~.  
(4) If 3(z, e, (A, e)) :# ~, then 3(z, x', (A, g')) = ~ for all x' ~ X u {e}, 
g' E F 2 k) {e} with [ x'g' I >~ 1. 
(1 w ] denotes the length of w.) 
A language which is accepted by a d-IPDA is called a deterministic indexed 
language (DIL). 
Convention. Since 8(z, x, (A, g)) contains at most one element for a d-IPDA, 
~(z, x, (A, g)) = (z', 0) will be written instead of 3(z, x, (A, g)) = {(z', 0)}. 
In Parchmann et al. (1980) it was shown that the class of DILs is closed under 
complementation. Hence the DILs  form a proper subclass of the indexed 
languages. L 1 and L~ are DILs  whose intersection is not an indexed language. 
Therefore we can state 
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THEOREM 2.2. The class of DILs  is not closed under union and intersection. 
In the subsequent proofs we need a d- IPDA satisfying certain conditions 
which will be introduced in the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.3. (a) A d-IPDA K = (Z, X,  1" 1 , 1"~, 5, z o , A 0 , go, F) is 
called do-IPDA i fg o 4 = e and ~(z, x, (A, e)) = ~ holds for all z ~ Z, x ~ X u {e}, 
and A ~ F 1 . 
(The  transition function of a do-IPDA is always dependent on the first index 
in the index l ist.)Notice that for a do-IPDA we have for all z c Z, A ~ 1"1, 
gEP2:  
(1) I f  ~(z, e, (A, g)) v ~ ~ then 3(z, x, (A, g)) = ~ for all x ~ X. 
(2) I f  S(z, x, (A, g)) 4 = ~ for x~ X then ~(z, e, (A, g)) = ~.  
(b) A do-IPDA K = (Z, X, F1,1~2, ~, z o , A o , go, F) is called normalized, 
if the following is satisfied: 
For all z ~ Z, x~X u {e}, A c /1 ,  and g~ 1"2 the set 8(z, x, (A, g)) only 
contains pairs of the form 
(1) (z', (B, e)) or 
(2) (z', (B, fg)) or 
(3) (z', (A, g)(B, g)) or 
(4) (z', e) 
with z' ~ Z, B ~ 1"1, and f E/"2 U {e}. 
Furthermore, if x v5 e, 8(z, x, (A, g)) only contains pairs of the form (1). 
(c) An IPDA K = (Z, X , / "1 , / "2 ,8 ,  z0, Ao, go, F) is called F-preserving, 
if for all z l ,  z 2 ~ Z, 01,02 ~ (I1 X 1"*)* the following holds: (z l ,  e, 01)~- 
(z2, e, 02) with z 1 ~F  implies z 2 ~F. 
(All subsequent states of a final state obtained by e-moves alone are final states.) 
In Parchmann et al. (1980) it is shown that for every d- IPDA there exists 
an equivalent do-IPDA which is normalized, F-preserving and which halts 
on every input (cf. Theorem 3.5). 
Now we will modify an automaton of this type to an equivalent of the same 
type which in addition reads every input completely and has the property that 
each configuration that can be reached from an initial configuration has a 
nonempty pushdown list and all index lists are nonempty. An d-IPDA of this 
type will be called dl- IPDA. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let K = (Z, X, 1"1, /'~, 8, z0, A0, go, F) be a d-IPDA. Then 
there exists an equivalent dl- IPDA. 
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Proof. W.l.o.g. let K be  a normalized F-preserving d0-IPDA which halts 
on every input. K '  = (Z', X, /~ ,  ]"~, 3', q0, $, #,  F) is defined by Z' z 
Zt3  {q0, ql, q2, q~, q4}, q0, ql, q.,, qa, q4 are new states, /'~ =/~t  u {$}, 
/'~ =/ '~  kd {#} and 8' is defined by the following cases: 
(0) 3'(qo, e, ($, #))  = (q~, (S, ##)) .  
(1) ~'(qa, e, ($, #))  = (q2, ($, #)($, #))- 
(2) ~'(q~, e, ($, #))  = (Zo, (A o , go#)). 
(3) For all (z, x, (.d, g)) ~ Z × (X kd {e}) X (/1 × /~2) with ~(z, x, (A, g)) 
;~ set 3'(z, x, (n, g)) = 3(z, x, (A, g)). 
(4) For all z e Z, A ~/"1, g ~/'z with 3(z, e, (A, g)) = ;~ set for all x ~ X 
with 3(z, x, (A, g)) = ;~ 3'(z, x, (A, g)) = (q4, (A, e)). 
(5) For all z ~ Z, A ~ F 1 set 3'(z, x, (A, #))  ---- (q4, (A, e)). 
(6) For all z ~ Z set 3'(z, x, ($, #))  = (qa, ($, e)). 
(7) For all x E X, A ~ T'~', g ~/'£ set 
3'(q3, x, (A, g)) = (qa, (A, e)) and ~'(q4, e, (A, g)) = (q3, (A, gg)). 
The additional symbols $ and # prevent he pushdown list and the index 
lists from beeing emptied. Case (4) handles the situation that K halts because 
the 3-function is not defined for the current input symbol. The cases (5)and 
(6) handle the situation that K halts because the index list or the pushdown 
list has been emptied. 
K'  is a dl-IPDA which is equivalent o K. 
3. CLOSURE AND NoN-CLOSURE PROPERTIES 
Now we want to show that many closure and non-closure results for de- 
terministic context-free languages can also be shown for DILs. The proofs 
will be more complex than in the context-free case due to the two-dimensional 
storage of a d-IPDA. 
But first we will" state a simple result. 
THEOREM 3. I. Let L be a DIL and R a regular language. Then L (3 R is a 
DIL. 
The proof is a standard argument and therefore omitted. 
In the following we will prove that the class of DILs is closed under inverse 
gsm mappings. This extends the analogous known facts about deterministic 
context-free and deterministic stack languages. First we will give the definition 
of a gsm: 
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DEFINITION 3.1. A generalized sequential machine (gsm) is a 6-tuple S = 
(Z, X, Y, 3, A, Zo) , where 
Z is a finite nonempty set of states, 
X is a finite nonempty input alphabet, 
Y is a finite nonempty output alphabet, 
z 0 e Z is a start state, 
3: Z × X -+ Z is the transition function and 
A: Z × X-+ Y* is the output function. 
The functions 3 and A are extended to Z × X* in the usual way. Let L C X*. 
Then S(L) ={v]v  =A(Zo,W) and w~L}. Let L_CY*. Then S-I(L) = 
{w I a(~o, ~) E L}. 
Now we want to show that the class of D ILs  is closed under inverse gsm 
mappings. Since every D IL  can be accepted by a dl-IPDA, the proof can be 
made along the lines of the proof in the deterministic ontext-free case. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let S = (Z, X,  Y, 3, A, Zo) be a gsm and let L C_ Y* a DIL. 
Then S-I(L) is a DIL. 
Proof. Let K ~ (ZK , Y, 1"2, 1"2, 8ic , ZK , Ao, go, F) be a d- IPDA with 
L = L(K). W.l.o.g. we can assume that K is a dl-IPDA. Now construct K '  = 
t 
(Z', X, F1,1"3,3 ' ,  Zo, A0, go, F')  with 
Z'  =ZKx Z X 0 yi, where m = max I A(z,x)[, 
z~Z~x~X i=0 
z o = (zrr ,z o,e)  and F '  =F  X Z × (e}. 
3, is defined by the following cases: 
For all z~Zx,  AeF1 ,  f~F  2 
(1) I f  3K(Z, e, (A, f ) )  ----- (z', O) then set 
3'((z, Zl, w), e, (A, f))  = ((z', z l ,  w), 0) for  all z I ~ Z, 
w e Y* with ] w l ~< m. 
(2) If 3K(Z, e, (A, f ) )  = ~ then set 
3'((z, z 1 , e), x, (A , f ) )  = ((z, 3(zl,  x), )t(zl, x)), (A , f ) )  
and for all y a Y with 8K(z ,y, (A, f ) )  = (z', O) set 
3'((z, z 1 , yw), e, (A, f ) )  = ((z', z l  , w), O) for all z 1 e Z, 
waY*wi th ]w ig<m--  1. 
for all x ~ X; 
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K '  is a deterministic IPDA.  To  see this let z a ZK, Z 1 E Z, w a Y* with I w I ~< 
m, AeZ '  1 andf~ U~ . 
I f  we have ~'((z, z l ,  w), x, (A, f ) )  =/= ~ for x 6 X then w = e and 3to(z, e, 
(A, f)) = ~ holds. Hence 3'((z, z l ,  w), e, (A, f ) )  = ~ follows. 
I f  ~'((z, Zl,  w), e, (A, f ) )  va N then we have two cases: 
I f  w @ e then ~'((z, z l ,  w), x, (A, f ) )  = ;~ for all x ~ X or if w = e then 
3K(z, e, (A, f ) )  4: ~ and therefore 3'((z, z l ,  w), x, (A, f ) )  = ~ for all x E X. 
Furthermore it is easy to verify that K '  is a dl- IPDA. 
By an inductive argument one can show: 
If  ((z, z 1 , w), v, 0) ~--~, ((k, z l ,  e), e, 0) with (k, SI ,  e) e F '  then (z, wA(zl, v), 
0) ~-K (z, e, 0) and S 1 = 3(zl,  v), ~ ~F. 
In particular we have: 
I f  ((zK, %,  e), v, (Ao, go))~-~c" ((z, z l ,  e), e, 0) with (S, z l ,  e )~F '  then 
(zK, A(Zo, v), (-do, go))~-K (~, e, 0) with ~ ~F. Hence L(K ' )C  S-~(L) holds. 
Next we will prove that: 
I f  w ~ Y*, [ w [ ~< m, (z, wA(zl, v), O) ~---~ (S, e, 0) with ~ ~ F, 0 = (B, gT)01, 
and ~K(k, e, (B, g)) = Z (this means that K halts after reading wA(zl, v) in the 
final state ~) then ((z, Zl,  w), v, 0) ~--K' ((~, z l ,  e), e, 0). 
The proof is by induction on n. 
Let us first consider the case n ---= 0. Obviously w = e and A(z~, v) = e 
holds. I f  v = e the assertion is trivial. Now suppose v = x 1 ... x~ with xi ~ X, 
i s [1: r], r ~> 1. Consider the configuration ((z, zx, w), v, 0) = ((~, zx, e), v, 0). 
Since 3K(k, e, (B, g)) = Z we can conclude 
((k, z~, e), x~... x~, 0) ~---/~, ((~, 3(z~, x~), e), x2... x~, 0) ~---K" ... 
~,  ((S, ~(~1, ~1... ~) ,  e), e, 0). 
Let us assume that the assertion holds for all n < k. Now consider 
((z, wA(zl, v), O) ~--x (~;, e, O) with ~ cF ,  0 • (B, g7)01, and ~x(~, e, (B, g)) = ;~. 
Let 0 = (A, foO0. We have to consider three cases: 
(a) Let ~x(z, e, (A, f ) )  =~ (z', 0'). Then we have (z, wA(zl, v), 0)~----X 
(~', w~(~l, ~), 0 '0)~-1 (~, e, 0). 
By the induction hypothesis we conclude 
((~', ~ ,  w), ~, 0'0) ~-~, ((~, ~1, e), ~, 0) 
and furthermore 
((~, ~1, w), v, 0)~K" ((z', zl ,  w), v, o% 
(b) Let 3to(z, e, (A, f ) )  = ~ and w = e. Suppose v = xl ... x¢.xv' with 
x, xg e X, i e [1 : r], r >/0,  v' ~ X*  and A(zl, xl... xr) = e, and A(3(zl, xl. . .  xr), 
x) = yw' with y e Y. 
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Then we have (z, h(zl, v), 0)~-K (z', w'A(a(zl, x 1 ... xrx), v'), 0'0) ~---K~K -1 
(~, e, ~) and by using the induction hypothesis ((z', 8(Zl, x 1 ... xrx ), w'), v', 
0'~) ~-K, ((~, ~1, e), e, ~). 
Furthermore we have in K' 
((z, zl  , e), x 1 ... xrxv', 8) v---~, ((z, ~(zl , x 1 ... xr), e), xv', O) 
~-K' ((z, 8(z l ,  xl  ... x~x), yw'),  v', 8) 
~-,,, ((z', ~(zl , x~ ... x~x), w'), v', 8'0) 
(c) Let 8K(z,e,(A,f))----- ~ and w :yw'  with yeY .  Then we have 
(z, yw')L(Zl , v), 8) v--- K (z', w')t(Zl , v), 0'0) b-~c -1 (~,, e, (~). 
By the induction hypothesis we conclude 
((z', z l ,  w'), v, 0'0) ~'K' ((~, Zl, e), e, ~) 
and furthermore we have in K'  
((z, Zl , yw'), v, 8) ~-K" ((z', z i  , w'), v, 0'0). 
This completes the inductive proof of the assertion. 
Now consider some v ~ S- I (L) ,  i.e., h(z0, v) eL  and hence 
(ztc, h(z0, v), (A0, go)) ~*K (z, e, ~) with ~ eF. 
Since K is F-preserving and halts on each input we may assume w.l.o.g, that 
3K(~ , e, (B, g)) = ~, where 0 ---- (B, gT)O 1 . Then we have 
((zK, Zo, e), v, (Ao, go)) ~-K' ((z, z l ,  e), e, ~) with (~, z l ,  e) ~F'. 
Hence v eL(K ' )  and therefore S- I (L)  C_L(K'). 
As a simple consequence we have: 
COROLLARY 3.1. The class of DILs is closed under inverse homomorphisms. 
To prove further properties of DILs, we need the following three theorems. 
TbIEOREM 3.3. Let L C X* ,  a (~ X and b ~ X.  Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) aL is a DIL.  
(2) L is a DIL.  
(3) bL is a DIL.  
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Proof. (1)-+(2):  Let K=(Z ,  Xu{a},  / 'z ,  Fs,  8, zo, Ao ,go ,F )  be a 
dl- IPDA with L(K)  ~- aL. Since K reads each input, there exists a configura- 
tion (Zz, e, 0) with (Zo, a, (A o , go)) ~-K (Zt, e, 0). Construct a d lPDA K '  = 
(Z', X, _Nt,/'~, 3', Z'o, Ao, go, F) with Z '  = Z U {Zo) and define ~' as follows: 
For all z e Z, -d e F1, g e /'2 and x c X k) {e) set 
3'(z, x, (A, g)) -~ 3(z, x, (A, g)). 
Furthermore set 3'(Zo, e, (-do, go)) = (z l ,  0). 
Obviously L(K ' )  = L holds. 
(2) ~ (3) is trivial. 
(3) -+ (1): Define a homomorphism h: (X k3 {a})* -+ X* with 
h(x) = x if xEX  
~-b  if x=a.  
Then we have h-l(bL) n aX*  = aL. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let L C_ X*  and w ~ X*.  Then L is a D IL  iff wL is a DIL.  
Proof. By repeated use of Theorem 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let L1,  La C_ X*  be DILs and a ~ X.  Then aL 1 kJ L s is a DIL.  
Pro@ Let Ki = (Z i, X ,  1~1 i, ]~s i, ~, Ao i, go t, F ~) be d-IPDAs with L i = 
L(Ki)  for i ~ [1: 2]. W.l.o.g. assume Z 1 N Z ~ ~/ '11  t~/"1 s =/ ' s  1 ~ ps  = ;~ 
and that K s is a da-£PDA. 
Construct a d-IPDA K = (Z, X, / '~, /'s ,8, Zo s, do s , g02, F) with 
Z = Z 1 ~.) Z 2, 
/w 1 = 211 k..) ]-'i 2, 
r~ = c?  u r? ,  
F = F 1 U F s, 
and define 3 as follows: 
For all z e Z ~, A e -P1 i, g e I'2/, x a X u {e} set 
3(z, x, (A, g)) = 3~(z, x, (A, g)) for i e [1: 2]. 
For all z ~ Z s, .d E/'1 s, g e / ' s  s with 3~(z, e, (A, g)) -~ ~ set 
3(Z, a, (A,  g)) = (Zo 1, (Ao 1, go1)). 
Obviously L(K)  = aLl u Ls holds. 
Now we can prove: 
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THEOREM 3.6. The class of DILs is not closed under the operations * and -{-. 
Proof. Consider L 1 and L 2 of Example 2.1 and 2.2./71 and/72 are DILs  
(ef. Parehmann et al., 1980). With Theorem 3.5. we have: a/7~ u/71 is a D IL  
and furthermore, using Theorem 3,3., L ~ a2/72 VA a/71 is a DIL.  Assume that 
L* is a DIL.  ThenL* ~ aS{l, c}* : a3(/71 v3 L2) would be a DIL.  With Theorem 
3~4. we can conclude that / - i  v3/72 is a DIL.  This is a contradiction, since 
/71 u/72 ~ L1 n L~ is not a DIL.  
In the following we need a d-IPDA which accepts with final states and empty 
pushdown list simultaneously. For this purpose we define for a d-IPDA K 
(z, x,  v l ,  v2,5, z0,40,  go, F): 
L~(K) = {w ,f (z o , w, (Ao , go)) ~--K (z' e, e) with z ~F} 
We will first prove a technical emma. 
LEMMA 3.1. I f L  =L(K) fo r  ad - IPDAK = (Z ,X ,  F 1 , F 2 , 3, Zo, do ,g  o ,F) 
and d 6 X,  then there exists a d-IPDA K 1 with Le(K1) ~ Ld. 
Proof. W.l.o.g. let K be a dl-IPDA. Set K1 = (Z1, X1, F1, /'~, 51, Zo, 
Ao, go, {2}) with 
x l  = X v {d}, 
Z~ = Z v {2}, 
and define 51 as follows: 
(1) For all z ~Z, x c X k) {e}, A ~ -/"1, g ~ -P~ set 
51(z, x, (A, g)) = ~(z, x, (A, g)) 
(2) For all z E F, A ~ F1, g ~ F 2 with 3(z, e, (A, g)) = ~ set 
51(,'g , d, (A, g)) = (,~, e) 
(3)~For all A ~ 1"1, g ~ F 2 set 
51(~, e, (4, g)) -- (~, e). 
K 1 is a normalized, F-preserving d0-IPDA which halts on each input and 
Le(K1) = Ld'. 
COROLLARY 3.2. I f  L C_ X*  is a DIL and d ~ X then Ld is a DIL. 
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Our intention is to show that the class of D ILs  is closed under right quotients 
with regular sets. As in the case of deterministic pushdown automata it is 
necessary to provide the pushdown list symbols with further information. In 
the case of d-IPDAs the index list symbols need further information too. This 
information is used to decide wether the already processed input string can be 
extended to a word of the accepted language. In particular we are interested 
whether this extension starts with a given symbol c ~ X. This information will 
be supplied by transition matrices and index transition vectors. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let K = (Z, X, /"1, /"~, 3, Zo, Ao, go, F) be a d-IPDA 





if (p, w, ~) ~- (q, e, e) for a w ~ cX*  
if (p, w, c~) ~- (q, e, e) for a w ~ X* 
and (p, w', c~) ~- (q, e, e) implies 
otherwise 
w' ¢ cX* 
T(e 0 is called transition matrix for e~ (with respect o K and c). I f  the automaton 
is in state p with pushdown list ~, then the entry T(a)~q contains the informa- 
tion whether it is possible to reach state q with an empty pushdown list by 
reading a word w. I f  this word can be chosen from cX*, the entry is 2. I f  this 
word cannot be chosen from cX*,  the entry is 1. I f  it is not possible to reach 
the state q with empty pushdown list, the entry is 0. 
In Harrison (1978) a simpler form of transition matrix is used for the de- 
terministic context-free case. 
It is relatively easy to show that the transition matrices are effectively com- 
putable for a given c~ ~ (1"1 × /"*)*- Consider the entry T(a),q. One has to 
construct an IPDA K~q, whose first step is to write o~ on the pushdown list 
and to go to state p. Then K~q simulates K. The set of final states only contains 
q. Hence L(K~)  # ~ iff T(~)~q ~> 1. Since L(K~)  t3 cX*  is an indexed 
language too and the emptiness problem is decidable for indexed languages, 
the matrices T(~) are effectively computable. 
Let Y = {T(a){ ~ ~ (/"1 × /"*)*} be the set of all transition matrices. Since 
I J -  ] ~< 3 n~, ~-- is a finite set. T(e) is obviously the identity matrix. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let ~, [31, [32 ~ (/"1 × F~*)*. I f  T([31 ) = T([32 ) then T(afll ) = 
T(~[3~). 
Proof. Suppose T(~[31)~q ~ 1. Then there exists a w ~ X* with (p, w, c4~1) ~- 
(q, e, e). Then we have (p, wl,  a) ~- (q', e, e) and (q', w 2 , [31) ~- (q, e, e) with 
w = wlw 2 . Since T([31)o, o = T(fi2)¢q/> 1 we have T(~[3~)~o ~ 1. Similarly 
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T(a/32)~q >/1 implies T(c~fil)~ q ~ 1. Now suppose T(c~fil), q = 2. Then there 
exists a w E cX*  with (p, w, a/31) ~-- (q, e, e). Then there exists w 1 and we with 
w = wlw 2 and (p, wl ,  c~) ~- (q', e, e) and (q', w2, ill) ~- (q, e, e). Now we have 
to consider two cases: 
(1) w 1 = e. Then T(fil)q. q = 2 and since T(fil) = T(fi2) there exists a 
i ! t i t w~ ~ cX*  with (q, w~,/3z) ~- (q, e, e). Hence we have (p, w2, a/3z) ~- (q', w2, fiz) 
~- (q, e, e) and therefore T(~/3~)~ = 2. 
(2) w~ ~ cX*.  Then T(/~)~,~  1 and since T(fi~) = T(/3~) there exists a 
w~ ~ X* with (q', w'~,/3~) ~- (q, e, e). Therefore (p, wlw'~, ~z)  ~- (q', w~, fiz) ~-  
(q, e, e) and hence T (c~)~ = 2. 
Similarly T (c~)~ = 2 implies T(N3~)~ = 2. This completes the proof. 
This argument also shows that, if we have T(~) and T(fi), we may effectively 
compute T(a/~). 
Now we will define for each pushdown list symbol A ~/~ and each index 
list 7 ~/'2* the matrix VA(7). The entries in these matrices contain information 
with respect o the pushdown list (A, 7) which is similar to the information 
in the transition matrices. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let K = (Z, X, I"1, F~, 3, Zo, A0, go, F) be a d- IPDA 
with ]/'1 ] = m, ] Z ] = n and let c ~ X. For each A ~ 1"1 and 7 ~/'~* let VA(7) 
be the (n × n)-matrix defined as follows: " 
gA(7)~q = 3 if (p, w, (A, 7)) ~* (q, e, e) for a w ~ cX*  
= 2 if (p, w, (A, 7)) ~- (q' e, e) for a w e X +, and for 
w' ~ X+: if (p, w', (A, 7)) ~- (q, e, e) then w' (s cX* 
= 1 if (p, e, (A, 7)) ~- (q, e, e) 
= 0 otherwise 
VA(7) is well defined since the case VA(7)~q = 1 excludes the case VA(7)~q > I 
because: 
I f  (p, e, (A, 7)) ~ (q, e, e) then there exists no w ~ X + with 
(p, w, (A, 7)) ~- (q, e, e). 
The m-vector of matrices whose components are the VA(7), A ~ 1"1, is called 
index transition vector (with respect o K and c), and is denoted by V(7). 
Let $/" = {V(7 ) I 7 ~/"*} be the set of all index transition vectors. ¢P is a 
finite set. As in the case of transition matrices it can be shown that the index 
transition vectors are effectively computable for a given 7 ~/'~*. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let c~, 71,72 ~ /"~* and K be a normalized d - IPDA.  I f  V(71) = 
V(7,) then V(o~71 ) = V(o~72 ). 
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Proof. First we want to show: For all A E/ '1 ,  P, q ~ Z, ~ ~ U~* we have: 
VA(O~yl)~q >~ 1 iff V~(cW~)~ ~/> 1. For this purpose we will show: 
I f  (p, w, (A, a~,~)) ~-~ (q, e, e) for w e X*  and n ~> 1 then there exists a w' e X* 
with (p, w', (A, ~),~)) ~-  (q, e, e). 
I f  c~ = e then from V(~,~) ~ V(~,z) the assertion follows. 
Let i a I >/ I. I f  n = 1 then we can chose w' = w and the assertion holds. 
Assume the assertion is true for all m ~ n and let (p, w, (A, a~t)) v ---n+~ (q, e, e). 
Since K is normalized, the following three cases have to be considered: 
(1) (p, xw', (A, ga'),a))v---(p' , w', (B, a~))~--~(q,  e, e) with ce =gc~', 
g ~ Uz and xw' = w with x ~ X L) {e}. Then (p, x, (A, gcJ),~)) ~-- (p', e, (B, a'~,2)) 
and according to the induction hypothesis or V(ya) = V(~,~) there exists a 
w" with (p', w", (B, og),~)) #-  (q, e, e). 
(2) (p, w, (A, ~ya)) v--- (p', w, (B, faya)) ~-" (q, e, e) w i th f~/ '2  u {e}. Then 
(p, e, (A, ~yz)) ~-- (p', e, (B, fc~y~)) and by the induction hypothesis there exists 
a w' ~ X* with (p', w', (B, fcwz)) ~- (q, e, e). 
(3) (p, w, (A, c~,a)) ~ (p', w, (A, ~,a)(B, =yl)) w- ~ (f, e, e) and furthermore 
and 
(p', 'Wl, (A, 0~]1) ) ~ (pit, e, e) 
(prt, 7"92, (B, o~,1) ) ~ (q, e, e) with w = wxw 2 and n a + n2 = n. 
Then (p, e, (A, cW~)) v--- (p', e, (A, ~/2)(B, ay2) and the assertion follows from 
the induction hypothesis. 
Hence VA(~,I)~q ~> 1 implies VA(c~,2)~ >/ 1. The converse follows by 
symmetry. 
By a similar induction one can ~ show: 
For al lp, q ~ Z, A ~1~1, ~ c1"*: 
I f  (p, e, (.d, ~Yl)) ~___n (q, e, e) then (p, e, (A, ~'2)) ~- (q, e, e). Hence 
I/-A(a~q),q --~ 1 implies VA(~72)~ q = 1, and the converse follows by symmetry. 
In an analogous manner it is possible to show: 
For allp, q ~ Z, A ~1"1, o~ ~ F~* and w ~ cX*:  
I f  (p, w, (_d, ~Yl)) ~--" (q, e, e) then there exists a w' ~ cX*  with (p, w', (.4, ~Y2)) 
~* (q, e, e). Hence VA(a~'~)~q = 3 implies VA(a~,2)~q = 3. The converse holds 
by symmetry too. 
Finally we have: VA(o~y~)~q = i iff VA(cW2)~ q = i for i ~ [0: 3]. This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
This argument also shows that, if we have V(c 0 and V(y), we may effectively 
compute V(~).  
Let ¢: F 2 × ~- -~ ~ be the function defined by ¢(f, V) ~ V(f~) where 
v-  v(r), ~,~r~*. 
According to the Lemma just proved ~ is well defined. Now we can prove the 
following Theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.7. Let L C_ X*  be a D IL  and let c ~ X.  Then fc(L) = L' = 
(u lucv  ~L,  v E X*} is a DIL.  
Proof. According to Lemma 3.1 there exists a d0-IPDA K 1 = (Z 1 , X w {d}, 
1"1, T'z, 31, z0, A0, go, F1) which accepts the language Ld by final states and 
empty pushdown list where d 6 X. K 1 is a normalized F-preserving do-IPDA 
which halts on each input. Using this d0-IPDA we will construct a d2IPDA K'  
which accepts L'. K '  simulates one move of K~ by two moves. The first move 
of K '  directly simulates the operation of Ka. The second move tests whether 
it is possible to reach from the current configuration (z, w, (A, y)0) of K~ a 
final configuration by reading a word cv ~ cX*d  which completes the already 
processed input to a word in L. The information eeded for this test will be 
provided by the matrices VA(V) and T(O). To this end the pushdown list symbols 
and the indices are extended by a second component containing elements of 
3- and ~f', respectively. The transition function will be modified in the follow- 
ing way: If K 1 reaches the configuration (z, w, (A, gv)O), K '  reaches acorrespond- 
ing configuration where the topmost pushdown list symbol is the pair (A, T(O)) 
and the first index of the attached index list is (g, V(gy)). 
t t Set K '  ~-- (Z', X, F ; ,  1-;, 3', Zo, Ao, go' F'), where 
Z' = {(z,i)] z~Z 1, i~{0, 1, 2}}, 
r ;  = r l  x 9-, 
F' -~ {(z, 2)1 z ~ Z1}, 
Ao = (A0, T(~)), 
go = (go, V(go)), 
t 
Zo = (Zo, 0). 
3' is defined by the following cases: 
For all z E Z1,  A ~ F 1 , g ~ F 2 , x ~ X w (e} 
(1) If 31(z, x, (A, g)) = (z', (B, e)) then set for all T ~ J - ,  V ~ ~,  i ~ [1 : 2] 
3'((z,i), x, ((A, T), (g, V))) = ((z', 0), ((B, T), e)) 
(2) If ~l(Z, x, (A, g)) = (z', (B, fg)) for an f E/'e k3 (e} then set for all 
T~3- ,  V~,  i~[1:  2] 
3'((z, i), x, ((A, T), (g, V))) = ((z', 0), ((B, T), (f, ¢(f ,  V))(g, V))) i f f  4= e 
= ((z', 0), ((B, T), (g, V))) i f f  ~ e. 
(3) If 31(zl, x, (A, g)) = (z', (A, g)(B, g)) then set for all T ~ 3-, V ~ IF', 
i~[1:  2] 
S'((z l ,  i), x, ((A, T), (g, V))) = ((z', 0), ((A, T')(g, V))((B, T), (g, V))), 
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where T'  = p(B, T, V) is defined as follows: 
T!o q ~ 2 
=0 
if there exists a q' with (VB)~q, = 3 and Tq,q >~ 1 
or (VB)~, -- 1 and Tq,q -- 2 
if there exists a q' with (V~)~q, --  2 and Tq,q >~ 1 
or (Vn)~q, = 1 and Tq,q = 1 
otherwise. 
(4) If  31(z , x, (A, g)) = (z', e) then set for all T~J - ,  Ve  ~/-, i~ [1: 2] 
3'((z, i), x, ((A, T), (g, V))) = ((z, 0), e). 
(5) For a l iT~Y,  V~set  
3'((z, 0), e, ((A, T), (g, V))) = ((z, 2), ((A, T), (g, V))) 
exists a q ~F~ with 
p( A, T, V,q) = 2 
= ((z, 1), ((A, T), (g, V))) 
if there 
otherwise. 
Cases (1)-(4) simulate the operation of K. Case (5) corresponds to the above 
mentioned test. 
First we need the following assertion: 
Let a: (/'1' × F£*)*- - , (F  1 × 2'*)* be the homomorphism defined by 
a((A, T), (gl , V1)... (gr , Vr)) = (A, gl ... gr). Then we have for all n ~ 0: 
I f  (%', w, (A0, g0))' ~---#'~ ((z, j), w,' ((A, T), (gl, //-1)... (g?, Vr))0 ) then 
Vi = V(gi ... gr) and T = T(cz(O)). We will prove this assertion by induction 
on n. The case n = 0 is trivial (see definition of K'). Assume the assertion 
t t holds for all k ~< n and let (z0, w, (A'0, go)) ~'--~:' ((z, j), w, ((A, T), (gl, V1) ... 
(gr, V,))O) ~-K" (z', w", 0") with [ 0" ] ~> 1. We have to distinguish five cases 
for the last move according to cases (1)-(5) of the definition of 3'. 
Case (1). The assertion obviously holds. 
Case (2). Since ¢(f, V(g 1 ... gr)) = V(fgl ... gr) the assertion holds. 
Case (3). The last move is of the form 
((z,j), w', ((A, T), (gl, Va)... (g~, V~))O) ~--K" 
((~:, 0), w', ((A, T'), (g~, Va)... (g?, V,r))((B, T), (gl , Vl)... (g~, V~))O). 
It suffices to show that T '  = T((B, gl... g~)a(O)). Let 2P = T((B, gl... g,)a(O)). 
Assume T'~q = 2. According to the definition of T'  we have to consider two 
subcases: 
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(a) There exists a q' with ((V~),)~q, = (Vx~)~q, = 3 and T(a(O))q,q >~ 1. 
Hence there is a word cwaw 2 with (p, cwlw2 , (B, gl ... gr)a(O)) ~-n~ (q', w~ , a(O)) 
b~-K, ( q, e, e) and thus T~q = 2 holds. 
(b) There exists a q' with (VI,)~ ~, = 1 and T(cr(O))q,q = 2. Hence there 
is a word cw with (p, cw, (B, gl ... g,)a(O)) ~-x~ (q', cw, a(O)) ~-K~ (q, e, e) and 
thus 2P~q = 2. 
P Assume Tpq = 1. As above we have to consider two subcases: 
(a) There exists a q' with (VIB)9 q, = 2 and T(cr(O))q,q >~ 1. Hence there 
is a word wlw ~ where w 1 4= e and the first letter of w 1 is not c with (p, wxw~, 
(B, gx ... g~.)a(O)) ~-~ (q', w 2 , ,,(0)) <--K~ (q, e, e) and thus Lq  ---- 1. 
(b) There exists a q' with (Vx~)~q, = 1 and T(a(O))q,q = 1. Hence there 
is a word w~ with (p, w~, (B, g~... gr)a(O)) ~-xx (q', w~, a(O)) ~Y-xx (q, e, e) and 
furthermore all words with this property don't begin with c. Hence T~q = 1. 
Assume T'~q = 0. I f  5P~q >/1 then there exists a word w with (p, w, (B, g~... g,) 
~(0)) ~*x~ (q, e, e). We have w = w~w~ with (p, wl ,  (B, g~... g,)) ~-K, (q', e, e) 
and (q', w~, ~r(0)) ~-x~ (q, e, e) which implies T(a(O))q,~ ~ 1. If  w~ = e, then 
(V~B)~q" = 1 and hence T',~ >/1. I f  w~ @ e, then (V~)~,  >~ 2 and hence 
! 
T~q ) 1. This is a contradiction and therefore ~q = 0. 
Cases (4) and (5) are trivial. This completes the induction. 
Obviously for all w ~ X* we have: 
iff 
(Zo, w, (Ao, go)) ~-g 1 (Z, e, 0) 
(Zo, w, (No, go)) ~--K' ((Z, 0), e, 0') with a(O) = 0'. 
Now we will prove fc(L) ---- L(K'). Let w aft(L), i.e., w ~ X* and there exists 
a v ~ X* with wcv ~ L. Hence (Zo, wcvd, (Ao, go)) ~-K, (z, cvd, O) ~Y-~:~ (zf ,  e, e) 
with z I a F1. This implies T(O)~, ---- 2. According to K' we have (Z'o, w, 
(A'o, go)) ~-K' ((z, 0), e, 0') with a(0') = O. Let 0' -= ((A, T), (ga, V1)... (gr, 
V,))O". We have T = T(a(O")) and furthermore p(A, T, V1) ~ T(O). With 
Case (5) of the definition of 8' we can conclude: 
((z, 0), e, 0') F--- K, ((z, 2), e, 0'). 
Hence w~L(K ' ) .  Conversely let w ~L(K') ,  i.e., w ~ X* and 
with 
(Zo, w, (& ,  go)) ~-~, ((~, o), e, 0') ~-~, ((~, 2), e, o') 
o' = ( (&  T), (g~, VO ... (g, ,  V~))O" and p(A, T, v~)=~, = 2 
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for a z, eF t .  According to K 1 we have: a (z°'cvd w, (Ao,  go)) ~-K 1 (z, e, a(O')). 
Since T(a(O)) = p(A, T, V1) there exists with (z, cvd; O) ~-lq (z , ,  e, e). 
Hence w ~f~(L). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let L C X*  be a D IL  and R C X*  be a regular set. Then 
LR  q = (w [ wv ~ L, v ~ R} is a DIL.  
Proof. Let c q~ X and S: X U {c} ~ X the homomorphism defined by 
S(a) = a if asX  
=e if a=c 
Then S- I (L)  is a D IL  (Corollary 3.1.), S- I (L)  c~ X*cR is a D IL  (Theorem 3.1.) 
and fc (S- l (L)c3 X*cR)  = LR  -~ is a D IL  (Theorem 3.7.). 
THEOREM 3.8. The class of DILs is not closed under transposition. 
Proof. Consider L 1 and L~ of Examples 2.1. and 2.2. Using Theorems 3.3 
and 3.5 and the fact that the class of D ILs  is closed under complementation 
(cf. Parchmann et al., 1980) we can conclude that L = a/S 2 t_) a2/]1 is a DIL.  
Assume L r is a DIL .  Then LT{a, a2} q C3 {1, c}* : L1T U/52 r =/51 U/]  2 is a 
DIL .  This is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 3.4. I f  L C_ X*  is a DIL  then init(L) = Z(_3~*) -1 iS a DIL. 
COROLLARY 3.5. I f  Lc C_ X*c  with c (~ X is a DIL  then L = f~(Lc) is a DIL.  
4. CONCLUSION 
The results of this paper and of Parchmann et al. (1980) show a great similar- 
ity between the class of deterministic indexed languages and the class of de- 
terministic context-free languages. In paiticular the class of D[Ls is closed 
under intersection with regular sets, complementation, inverse gsm mappings 
and right quotients with regular sets. Furthermore we can state that the class 
of D ILs  is not closed under union, intersection, transposition and under the 
operations * and +.  
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